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Abstract

We present an architecture and a training recipe that

adapts pretrained open-world image models to localiza-

tion in videos. Understanding the open visual world (with-

out being constrained by fixed label spaces) is crucial for

many real-world vision tasks. Contrastive pre-training on

large image-text datasets has recently led to significant im-

provements for image-level tasks. For more structured tasks

involving object localization applying pre-trained models

is more challenging. This is particularly true for video

tasks, where task-specific data is limited. We show suc-

cessful transfer of open-world models by building on the

OWL-ViT open-vocabulary detection model and adapting

it to video by adding a transformer decoder. The decoder

propagates object representations recurrently through time

by using the output tokens for one frame as the object

queries for the next. Our model is end-to-end trainable on

video data and enjoys improved temporal consistency com-

pared to tracking-by-detection baselines, while retaining

the open-world capabilities of the backbone detector. We

evaluate our model on the challenging TAO-OW benchmark

and demonstrate that open-world capabilities, learned from

large-scale image-text pretraining, can be transferred suc-

cessfully to open-world localization across diverse videos.

1. Introduction

A central goal in computer vision is to develop models
that can understand diverse and novel scenarios in the visual
world. While this has been difficult for methods developed
on datasets with closed label spaces, web-scale image-text
pretraining has recently led to dramatic improvements in
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open-world performance on a range of image-level vision
tasks [12, 26, 19].

However, challenges still remain for object-level tasks on
images and especially videos. First, object-level tasks re-
quire predicting more complex output structures compared
to image-level tasks, making transfer of pretrained mod-
els more challenging. Second, training data for structured
tasks is limited due to the prohibitive labeling cost. There-
fore, a key research question is how to transfer the open-
vocabulary capabilities of image-text models to object-level
tasks like object detection and tracking.

For object detection, works such as ViLD [12], Region-
CLIP [40], OWL-ViT [26], F-VLM [19] etc. demonstrate
that image-level open-vocabulary capabilities can be trans-
ferred to object detection with relatively little detection-
specific training data. Most recent works achieve this by
combining image-text pre-trained encoder backbones (e.g.
CLIP [27]) with detection heads. By transferring seman-
tic knowledge from the backbone, the resulting models are
capable of detecting objects for which no localization anno-
tations were present in the detection training data.

Here, we extend this approach to video. We build on
OWL-ViT [26], which provides a simple open-world de-
tection architecture in which light-weight box prediction
and classification heads are trained on top of a CLIP back-
bone. We transfer the open-world capabilities of OWL-ViT
to video understanding with minimal video-specific train-
ing data. The key idea behind our approach is to apply
the open-world detector autoregressively to the frames of
a video, propagating representations through time to track
objects. To allow representations to bind consistently to the
same object irrespective of its location, we depart from the
encoder-only OWL-ViT architecture: We decouple object
representations from the image grid by adding a transformer
decoder, as is common practice in end-to-end closed-world
detectors and trackers [6, 25, 36]. The decoder maps from
image-centric encoder tokens to object-centric “slots”. In-
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Figure 1: Model overview. Our starting point is OWL-ViT [26] (left), which uses an encoder-only Vision Transformer
(ViT) [9] architecture for simple transfer from image-text pretraining to open-world detection: encoder tokens, arranged on
the image grid, are used directly as object queries for detection. To transfer to temporal tasks without requiring frame-to-
frame matching, we first develop a model variant inspired by DETR [6] that decouples object queries from the image grid
(Enc-dec OWL-ViT, middle) by training a lightweight Transformer decoder on top of the ViT encoder while maintaining
open-world detection capabilities. Finally, Video OWL-ViT (right) simply connects the output of Enc-dec OWL-ViT applied
to one frame to the next frame by using the predicted object queries as queries for the OWL-ViT Decoder of the next time
step, without the need for any matching.

formation can then be carried through time by using the ob-
ject slot representations from one frame as decoder queries
on the next frame.

The object-centric decoder queries allow the model
to learn temporally consistent representations end-to-end
from video data. This distinguishes our approach from
previous open-world tracking models [24], which applied
frozen detectors frame-by-frame and used heuristics to link
detections through time.

We provide a recipe for incorporating a decoder into
OWL-ViT and for fine-tuning the resulting model on video
data without losing its open-world detection capabilities.
We call the resulting model Video OWL-ViT. We demon-
strate strong performance on a challenging open-world
video localization and tracking task, TAO-OW [24], even
for classes that were not seen during video training. We
further demonstrate the zero-shot open-world generaliza-
tion capabilities of Video OWL-ViT on a different dataset,
YT-VIS [35], that was not used for training.

2. Related Work

Open-Vocabulary Object Recognition Methods using
pretraining on large amounts of web data, most notably
Contrastive language-image pretraining (CLIP [27]), have
recently led to dramatic improvements in open-vocabulary
performance on a range of vision tasks. Much research fo-
cuses on transferring these open-vocabulary capabilities to
downstream tasks such as object detection.

The main challenge is to adapt the pretrained vision-
language model to a downstream task in a way that retains

the semantic knowledge and open-vocabulary capabilities
acquired during pretraining. Various approaches have been
proposed in the case of object detection, such as distilla-
tion [12], freezing the backbone [19], or phrase grounding
losses [21, 39]. OWL-ViT [26] proposes a simple recipe to
directly transfer a vision-language model to detection with
minimal modifications. We build on OWL-ViT due to its
simplicity and end-to-end architecture.

Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) The prevailing
paradigm for MOT is tracking by detection, in which meth-
ods first locate the objects of interest and then associate
detections across frames in a separate step. SORT [3, 31]
combined appearance cues with motion estimation and
association optimization. Many works have targeted better
motion estimation [2, 11, 14, 33], while the across-frame
association step can also be learned [5, 28]. Recently,
many works [25, 38] explore Transformer [30] encoder and
decoder architectures to perform end-to-end learning of
object tracking. Our work aims to extend this trend towards
end-to-end open-world tracking.

Open-World Tracking Recently, open-world tracking
has been introduced as an extension of the MOT task [24,
22]. In open-world tracking, the goal is to track not just
known object categories, but all objects, including those
from categories for which no annotated instances were seen
during training. The ability to track unknown objects is
critical for safety in applications such as autonomous driv-
ing. Since models have only recently become capable of
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strong open-vocabulary detection, few open-world tracking
models exist. Baselines for open-world tracking obtain per-
frame proposals from open-world detectors and use heuris-
tics to link proposals over time [24, 23]. In concurrent work,
OVTrack [23], Li et al. similar to us propose data augmen-
tation strategies to benefit from static images for learning
temporal association, but they still rely on a tracking-by-
detection heuristic to link detections over time. Here, we
propose an end-to-end trainable architecture for open-world
tracking.

3. Method

Our starting point is OWL-ViT [26] (Sec. 3.1), a simple
yet effective Vision Transformer [9] model for open-world
object detection in images. To generalize OWL-ViT to
video tasks, we first develop an encoder-decoder variant of
the model (Enc-dec OWL-ViT, Sec. 3.2) to decouple object
queries from the image grid. This allows for a straightfor-
ward extension to video tasks, described in Sec. 3.3 (Video
OWL-ViT). For an overview of our method, see Figure 1.

3.1. Background: OWL-ViT

We briefly review the OWL-ViT model, which we use
as our detection backbone. OWL-ViT consists of a stan-
dard Vision Transformer [9] image encoder and an architec-
turally similar text encoder. The encoders are contrastively
pretrained on a large datasets of image/text pairs [27]. After
pretraining, the model is transferred to detection by adding
lightweight classification and box regression heads that pre-
dict class embeddings and box coordinates directly from the
image encoder output tokens. For open-vocabulary classi-
fication, similarities are computed as the inner product be-
tween class embeddings derived from image patches and
text embeddings of label names (provided text prompts).
These similarities act as classification logits, which are
shifted and scaled (using learned parameters), and trained
using a sigmoid focal loss on standard detection datasets. To
compute the loss, the Hungarian algorithm is used to match
predictions to ground-truth targets. Unless otherwise noted,
we use the CLIP-based L/14 variant of OWL-ViT. For de-
tection training, we use the same data (Objects365 [29] and
Visual Genome [18]) and augmentations as in the original
paper [26]. Next, we describe how we adapt the model to
tracking.

3.2. Enc-Dec OWL-ViT

To enable temporally consistent representations that can
track objects across frames, we must allow the model to de-
couple object representations from specific image tokens.
We achieve this by inserting a Transformer decoder between
the encoder and the object heads (i.e. readout heads for box
and class prediction), similar to the original DETR archi-
tecture [6]. We use the decoder queries as “slots” that carry

Figure 2: Prediction heads and loss. Video OWL-ViT pre-
dicts object bounding boxes and semantic embeddings from
its set of object queries at every time step. Predicted seman-
tic embeddings are compared against a set of text prompt
embeddings to obtain predicted class similarity scores. For
training, a tracking-aware matching-based set loss is used
to compare predicted bounding boxes and class similarities
against ground-truth object labels at every time step.

object representations recurrently from one timestep to the
next. We refer to this architecture as Enc-dec OWL-ViT.

Given that OWL-ViT was originally designed as an
encoder-only architecture, an important question is whether
the open-vocabulary performance of the model can be main-
tained when adding a decoder. In Section 4.1, we show that
the Enc-dec architecture retains most of the performance of
the encoder-only architecture.

3.3. Video OWL-ViT

We adapt the Enc-dec OWL-ViT model to video simply
by repeatedly applying the model to frames of a video, one
frame at a time, while using the predicted object queries of
the previous frame as query initialization for the next time
step. We further introduce video-specific data augmentation
to make adaptation to video more label-efficient.

Architecture The architecture of Video OWL-ViT fol-
lows that of our image-based Enc-dec OWL-ViT model
variant: To process a video, we apply Enc-dec OWL-ViT it-
eratively over the individual video frames. On the first video
frame, we initialize object queries using simple learned fea-
ture vectors. We then directly use the object queries pre-
dicted by the OWL-ViT decoder for this frame as decoder
queries for the next time step. Model parameters are shared
between time steps, i.e. the model is applied recurrently.

We further carry over the box prediction and classifica-
tion heads from upstream image-based pre-training. For
fine-tuning, the image encoder and the text encoder are
frozen (for efficiency), and only the box prediction and clas-
sification heads, and the transformer decoder, are updated.
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Finally, to obtain “objectness” scores for each instance at
every frame, we take the maximum predicted classification
logit across all classes.

Training and loss We train Video OWL-ViT using a
tracking-aware set prediction loss similar to the tracking
loss used in TrackFormer [25]. In contrast to the Track-
Former setup, we train on short video sequences (instead
of only pairs of frames). During training, we use Hungar-
ian matching to match predicted object features (boxes and
class similarities, see Figure 2) to ground-truth object labels
at every time step, starting from the first frame. Once a pre-
diction is matched to a ground-truth track, it stays matched
for the remainder of the training video clip, i.e. we only per-
form matching for previously unmatched objects.

Video OWL-ViT predicts both class similarities (com-
pared to text prompt embeddings) and object bounding box
coordinates (center and width/height) at every time step.
These predictions are used both for computing the match-
ing cost as well as the final loss. Like OWL-ViT, we use fo-
cal sigmoid cross-entropy [41] instead of the usual softmax
cross-entropy, which is better suited for open-world detec-
tion, for both classification loss and matching cost. We use
the same box prediction loss as in DETR [6], i.e. a weighted
sum of L1 and generalized IoU loss terms.

Object queries that are unmatched or matched to an
empty track (with no object present in the ground-truth track
at this time step) are trained to predict low class similarity
scores for all provided text prompts, i.e. all text prompts are
treated as negative examples in the loss. For matched object
queries, we train the model to predict high class similarity
scores for all ground-truth text prompts describing the class
of that object and a low class similarity score for all other
prompts, i.e. ground-truth text prompts are treated as posi-

tive examples in the loss.
Note that, when applied to a single frame, our tracking-

aware set prediction loss exactly matches the loss used in
OWL-ViT [26].

Augmentations As we primarily rely on upstream image-
based pre-training and assume limited availability of video
data, we make use of several video-specific data augmenta-
tion techniques.

First, we create pseudo videos from images by aggres-
sive scaling and cropping of an image, similar to prior
work [25, 32, 22], but with a linear motion model to gener-
ate video clips longer than 2 frames. This simulates a slowly
moving camera observing a static scene (see Figure 3, top
row).

For video data, we perform temporally-consistent ran-
dom re-scaling and cropping of entire video clips. To aug-
ment motion, we sub-sample the frame rate by randomly
selecting frames while preserving temporal order.

We further find that extending the image mosaic aug-
mentation used in OWL-ViT to video in the form of a
temporal video mosaic proves beneficial for generalization.
This video mosaic augmentation is similar to VideoMix
proposed in [37] for video classification, and combines mul-
tiple video clips into a single clip by means of a scene cut
(temporal video mosaic; Figure 3, bottom row).

Finally, for datasets like TAO that are only annotated at
1 FPS, we propagate annotations to non-annotated frames
by linear interpolation to make use of all frames for training.

4. Experiments

Our experiments aim to answer the following main re-
search questions:

• Does OWL-ViT maintain open-world detection perfor-
mance when a decoder is added?

• How well does the resulting model transfer to video
(Video OWL-ViT)?

• Do open-world capabilities from image pre-training
carry over to tracking of unseen instances in video?

We further perform detailed ablations to investigate individ-
ual components of our model.

4.1. Encoder-Decoder Detection Evaluation

For our object detection backbone, we build on the
CLIP-based OWL-ViT model [26] with a ViT-L/14 image
encoder. To adapt this model for recurrent autoregressive
application during tracking, we first investigate how detec-
tion performance is affected when adding a Transformer de-
coder between the image encoder and the prediction heads
of the OWL-ViT architecture.

Starting from the architecture in the original paper [26],
we pre-train the model on detection data (Objects365 and
Visual Genome) for 70,000 steps with a batch size of 256 as
described in the paper. We then add a Transformer decoder
(architecture as in DETR [6]; 6 layers, 8 heads, 4096 MLP
dim, 1024 QKV dim, 100 decoder queries). To evaluate
the effect of adding a decoder on detection performance,
we train the Enc-dec model for an additional 70,000 steps
using the same training data and schedule. We keep the
image size at 672⇥ 672 for all experiments.

We find that detection performance on unseen LVIS
“rare” classes (APLVIS

rare ) of the decoder model reaches 28.9,
close to the 31.8 achieved by the encoder-only model. A
small drop in performance is expected, given that the Enc-
dec model outputs a significantly smaller number of ob-
ject predictions (100 instead of 2304 for the encoder-only
model). These results suggest that adding a decoder is a
viable approach for adapting OWL-ViT to video.
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Figure 3: Data augmentation. Top row: Example of camera sweep with original image (left) and pseudo video (right).
Bottom row: Example of temporal mosaic (concatenation of two random clips).

4.2. Open-world Video Localization

Video training details As in the previous section, we
start from an Enc-dec OWL-ViT model in which the en-
coder is pretrained on detection and the decoder is ran-
domly initialized. We found that pre-training the whole
Enc-dec model on detection provided no advantage, likely
because the Transformer decoder fulfils a different role in
video compared to image data: it has to predict the objects
in the current frame, but also produce suitable queries for
the next frame to enable tracking. To simplify the experi-
mental pipeline, we thus start video training directly from
the original pre-trained OWL-ViT model. Video OWL-ViT
uses a set of 196 learnable object queries.

We train for 100k steps with a batch size of 32 first on
pseudo-videos only, followed by another 100k steps on a
mixture of pseudo-videos and real videos from TAO-OW.
Pseudo-videos are obtained by augmenting LVIS and Ob-
jects365 images as described in Section 3.3. Image resolu-
tion is kept at 672⇥672 by resizing images while preserving
aspect ratios and padding as needed.

Evaluation dataset We focus our evaluation on the recent
TAO Open World (TAO-OW) [24] dataset: it is based on the
Track Any Object (TAO) video dataset [8], but specifically
tests for open-world detection and tracking performance by
(1) restricting the object classes for which labels are pro-
vided during training, (2) providing out-of-distribution val-
idation and test sets to evaluate on unseen object classes,
and (3) introducing a metric that accounts for incomplete
object annotations (e.g. due to filtering of known classes).

Since we are investigating the transfer of models pre-
trained on large-scale web data, we restrict the set of “seen”
object classes only during the final video training stage, not
during upstream image-level pre-training. Our only source
of natural video training data is the TAO-OW training set,
containing 500 videos.

As the test set annotations and evaluation server for
TAO-OW are not yet publicly available, we evaluate our

model on the provided validation set, containing 988 videos,
and perform model selection and hyperparameter tuning
based on the training set.

Evaluation metric For evaluation and model compari-
son, we use the Open-World Tracking Accuracy (OWTA)
metric introduced by Liu et al. [24], the standard metric
for TAO-OW. OWTA is defined as the geometric mean of
Detection Recall (D. Re.) and frame-to-frame Association
Accuracy (A. Acc.), integrated over multiple localization
thresholds. Importantly, D. Re. ignores false positive detec-
tions and is thus suitable for evaluating in the incompletely
annotated open-world setting of TAO-OW. To avoid cheat-
ing the metric by producing a myriad of detection proposals,
OWTA enforces a non-overlapping prediction constraint by
requiring models to produce non-overlapping segmentation
masks, so that every pixel is assigned to at most one de-
tected object, or to the background.

To enforce this constraint, we train a separate segmen-
tation head on top of the frozen OWL-ViT model (for de-
tails see appendix). Specifically, for each frame and pixel,
among all instances whose mask overlaps with that pixel,
we keep the instance with the highest score. Pixels belong-
ing to other instances are removed from the segmentation
mask. The remaining instance mask is then converted back
to box coordinates for evaluation.

To account for the observation that predicted object-
ness scores can be miscalibrated for small objects and short
tracks, we introduce two simple heuristics. To rank in-
stances for overlap removal, we use the objectness score
divided by the box area. This heuristic accounts for the
observation that smaller objects tend to have lower object-
ness scores. To suppress false positives for short tracks, we
mark parts of tracks as background if they have significantly
lower objectness scores than the maximum objectness ob-
served in the track. We mark any detection as background
if its objectness score is lower than a pre-defined fraction of
the maximum objectness score along the track.
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Table 1: TAO-OW open world tracking. Baseline results from Liu et al. [24]. Rows labeled “w/o constraint” do not use
the non-overlapping constraint during evaluation. Gray indicates results for classes that were seen during video training.
AOA [10] performs video training on both known and unknown classes of TAO-OW and is thus not directly comparable
(results marked in gray). All metrics in %. Best numbers highlighted in bold (excl. results in gray).

Known Unknown

Model OWTA" D. Re. " A. Acc. " OWTA" D. Re. " A. Acc. "
SORT [3] 46.6 67.4 33.7 33.9 43.4 30.3
Tracktor [2] 57.9 80.2 42.6 22.8 54.0 10.0
OWTB [24] 60.2 77.2 47.4 39.2 46.9 34.5
OWL-ViT tracking-by-detection 37.7 36.1 40.1 31.0 32.0 31.8
Video OWL-ViT (Ours) 59.0 69.0 51.5 45.4 53.4 40.5

AOA (w/o constraint) [10] 52.8 72.5 39.1 49.7 74.7 33.4
SORT-TAO (w/o constraint) [8] 54.2 74.0 40.6 39.9 68.8 24.1
OWTB (w/o constraint) [24] 60.8 82.0 45.5 42.4 58.9 31.5
OWL-ViT tracking-by-det. (w/o constr.) 44.5 45.5 43.9 42.2 51.5 35.4
Video OWL-ViT (w/o constraint) (Ours) 56.6 73.2 44.6 47.3 62.3 37.2

Figure 4: Qualitative example for Video OWL-ViT detection and tracking of multiple instances on the TAO-OW validation
set. This example includes different instances of the same kind (giraffes) and partial occlusion. Video OWL-ViT can recover
from occlusion, despite being trained on short video clips.

Main results Our method makes two main contributions
over heuristic tracking-by-detection baselines such as the
Open World Tracking Baseline (OWTB) [24]: (1) Our
model is end-to-end trainable on video and can therefore
learn temporal consistency directly from data. (2) Our
method transfers open-world semantic knowledge from im-
age pretraining to tracking. Our results on TAO-OW show
that both contributions translate to improved performance.

The advantage of end-to-end training is apparent from
the association accuracy (A. Acc., Table 1), which measures
the accuracy of associating detections across frames. Our
model outperforms all baselines on A. Acc. on both know
and unknown classes. We hypothesize that learning tem-
poral associations from data, rather than matching single-
frame detections heuristically, reduces tracking error accu-
mulation. An end-to-end method like ours also promises
to improve further when more video training data is avail-
able. We provide qualitative results in Figure 4 and in video
format in the supplementary material.

The transfer of pretrained knowledge is apparent from
the performance of Video OWL-ViT on unknown classes,
i.e. classes for which no video training data is avail-
able. Video OWL-ViT outperforms OWTB on unknown
classes on the OWTA metric by a wide margin, show-

ing that image-level open-world knowledge can be trans-
ferred to video with minimal video-specific training data.
While we observe variance of OWTA scores on unknown
classes between repeated training runs of approx. 1% (ab-
solute) OWTA, Video OWL-ViT still reliably outperforms
the baselines.

On known classes, Video OWL-ViT performs similarly
to OWTB on the overall OWTA metric. However, while the
baseline achieves its performance primarily through high
detection recall (D. Re. in Table 1, i.e. single-frame perfor-
mance) which compensates for its low association accuracy,
the end-to-end Video OWL-ViT has more balanced detec-
tion and association performance.

We compare models both with and without the non-
overlapping constraint of the OWTA metric. For evalua-
tions without the constraint, we note that our model uses
significantly fewer tracks, a total of 196, compared to the
most competitive baseline (OWTB), which uses the top
1000 object proposals per frame, thus placing our model
at a disadvantage in this constraint-free evaluation: a higher
proposal budget makes it easier to score well on detection
recall. Despite this disadvantage, Video OWL-ViT com-
pares favorably against the baselines reported previously on
this benchmark.
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Table 2: Zero-shot transfer to YT-VIS open world tracking
with Video OWL-ViT. All metrics in %.

Known Unknown

Model OWTA D. Re. A. Acc. OWTA D. Re. A. Acc.

SORT [3] 43.0 40.5 48.7 45.0 48.1 44.9
OWL-ViT TbD 71.1 72.3 70.8 71.9 73.5 71.5
Video OWL-ViT 79.4 82.9 76.4 81.2 81.8 81.0

To isolate the benefit of the Video OWL-ViT decoder
we also compare to a simple tracking-by-detection base-
line based on appearance matching, depicted as OWL-ViT

tracking-by-detection in Table 1. Specifically, our baseline
performs optimal bipartite matching using the cosine simi-
larity of the OWL-ViT embeddings from 300 proposals in
the current and previous frame using the Jonker-Volgenant
algorithm [16]. These matches are extended to form tracks
across the entire sequence. For unknown classes, this base-
line performs comparably to the OWTB without constraint,
with a bias towards better association. Video OWL-ViT
shows a substantial gain over this baseline, highlighting
the benefit of end-to-end training enabled by our model.
In terms of computational cost, we find that our temporal
decoder adds approx. 6 ms to the to the inference time,
which is similar to the bipartite matching in our tracking-
by-detection baseline (4–11 ms).

Zero-shot transfer We study generalization capabilities
of Video OWL-ViT by evaluating the model without any
further training on the YT-VIS 2019 dataset [35], which
contains annotations at significantly higher frame rates. The
annotations for the official validation and test datasets of
YT-VIS [35] are not published. For this reason we use val-
idation and test splits taken from the training data with 200
videos each.1 We report results on the test split. In this zero-
shot transfer setup, we measure the same metrics as used for
TAO-OW, but evaluate at a higher frame rate of 6 FPS. We
distinguish between known and unknown classes based on
which classes were available in the TAO-OW training set.

As can be seen in Table 2 (quantitative results) and Fig-
ure 6 (qualitative results), Video OWL-ViT shows strong
transfer even to unseen classes in YT-VIS, despite evalua-
tion at a significantly higher frame-rate. Compared to the
OWL-ViT tracking-by-detection (TbD) and SORT [3] base-
lines, Video OWL-ViT generally shows better transfer to
both known and unknown classes, and demonstrates im-
proved association accuracy.

1https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/
youtube_vis; Version: ‘480 640 only frames with labels train split’

Figure 5: Visualization of box predictions on all im-
ages from the COCO 2017 val set, similar to Figure 7 in
DETR [7]. Each dot indicates a box center. Color indicates
size/shape as in [7], i.e. green represents small boxes while
red/blue represents large horizontal/vertical boxes, respec-
tively. Rows show the first three decoder slots (not cherry-
picked). Columns show frames of synthetic videos created
by sliding a cropped view over the image from left to right.
Boxes with objectness > 0.2 are shown. On the first frame,
like DETR, slots specialize to certain areas. However, on
subsequent frames, they track appearance rather than re-
maining at the same image coordinates. The model learns
to reserve some slots (e.g. Slot 2) for late-appearing objects.

Figure 7: SOT.

Temporal association analysis To iso-
late temporal association (tracking) per-
formance, we assess our method in the
single-object-tracking (SOT) setting by
initializing the track from the initial
ground-truth bounding box on YT-VIS.
We compare Video OWL-ViT to the
tracking-by-detection (TbD) baseline in
terms of 3D IoU (

P
t pt\gt/

P
t pt[gt),

see Figure 7.
Performance of the baseline decays faster than Video

OWL-ViT performance, which indicates superior temporal
association performance afforded by the end-to-end track-
ing architecture of Video OWL-ViT.

Location specificity of object queries To further illus-
trate the temporal association capability of Video OWL-
ViT, we perform an analysis of the location specificity of
object queries over time. In Figure 5, we visualize box pre-
dictions by object queries (slots).

To disentangle whether slots attend to image space or
object appearance, we create synthetic videos by sliding
a cropped view over the image. We find that slots move
with the image (i.e. with appearance), rather than remaining
fixed at a specific location. Additionally, the model learns
to reserve some slots for late-appearing objects.
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Figure 6: Zero-shot transfer to YT-VIS open world tracking with Video OWL-ViT. Examples for a known class (“dog”, left)
and an unknown class (“parrot”, right). The 6-second videos are visualized by three equidistant frames each.

Table 3: Clip length for training on TAO-OW open world
tracking (unknown classes).

Clip length OWTA" D. Re. " A. Acc. "
2 frames 35.2 40.7 32.6
4 frames 45.3 53.2 40.5
6 frames 45.4 53.4 40.5

4.3. Understanding the Challenges of Open-World

Video Modeling

In the previous sections, we have presented an end-to-
end trainable open-world video localization model. We now
analyze the error modes of our model and describe how we
address them, with a particular focus on end-to-end learn-
ing of tracking dynamics from limited video data. Overall,
we find that a realistic distribution of object dynamics in
the training data, as well as careful modeling of object pres-
ence, are important factors affecting model performance.

Training clip length A common approach for video mod-
els [25] is to train on the shortest possible clip length
(i.e. two frames), which is memory and compute efficient.
However, training on longer clips allows for more realis-
tic learning of object dynamics, including motion, appear-
ance/disappearance, occlusion, recovery from tracking er-
rors, and long-term dependencies. This may be especially
important for a model that learns object dynamics directly
from the data. We empirically confirm this in Table 3. We
find that training on 4-frame clips significantly improves
performance compared to training on 2-frame clips. Be-
yond 4 frames, performance quickly saturates.

Training on pseudo-videos TAO-OW contains only 500
videos in the training set, which poses the risk of overfit-
ting on the small number of represented object classes. To
maintain performance on object classes not represented in
the video data, we leverage more abundant image data by
generating pseudo-videos from still images (Section 3.3).
The image data includes the training data from LVIS [13]
(approx. 100k images) and Objects365 [29] (approx. 600k
images). As shown in Table 4, training on pseudo-videos

Table 4: Comparison between fine-tuning OWL-ViT with
pseudo-videos or real videos. Results on TAO-OW open
world tracking; all metrics in %.

Supervision Known OWTA Unknown OWTA

Real videos only 54.6 33.9
Pseudo-videos only 56.9 45.9
Real + pseudo-videos 59.0 45.4

Table 5: Score calibration and temporal mosaic data aug-
mentation improve performance on medium and short video
tracks. Results on TAO-OW open world tracking; all met-
rics in %. The track length buckets are short (shorter than
3 seconds), medium (between 3 and 10 seconds), and long

(longer than 10 seconds), with the following distributions:
11%/25%/64% (known) and 4%/15%/81% (unknown).

Score Temporal Known OWTA Unknown OWTA
calibration mosaic Short Med. Long Short Med. Long

⇥ ⇥ 15.9 20.2 58.6 12.5 16.0 45.7
X ⇥ 26.1 30.6 59.4 22.2 26.2 46.8
X X 31.3 32.5 60.6 22.8 27.6 45.9

yields a substantial improvement in OWTA on unknown
classes compared to training on real videos. Performance
is also improved for known classes, which is notable given
that pseudo-videos do not have realistic motion dynamics
and underscores the importance of sufficient training data.
Combining real and pseudo-videos further improves perfor-
mance on known classes, but not on unknown classes. The
fact that training on pseudo-videos alone performs similar
on unknown classes compared to training on real videos il-
lustrates how challenging the small amount of video data is
for open-world performance.

Performance on short tracks We find that association
accuracy is significantly lower for short than for long tracks
(Table 5). One reason for lower performance on short tracks
may be that the objectness score is not a well-calibrated
indicator for deciding whether an instance is an object or
background. Since short tracks contain more frames during
which the object is not visible (i.e. “background”), they are
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Table 6: Evaluation at different frame rates (FPS). Results
on TAO-OW open world tracking; all metrics in %.

FPS Known OWTA Unknown OWTA

1 59.0 45.4
2 59.0 45.4
4 61.1 46.1
8 60.5 45.5

disproportionately affected by poor objectness calibration.
To mitigate this effect, we use a simple heuristic to mark
parts of tracks as “background” (i.e. no object) that sig-
nificantly differ from the maximum objectness score omax

across the track. We find that a simple per-track threshold
of 0.3 · omax, below which we mark detections as back-
ground, suffices to significantly improve performance on
shorter tracks (“Score calibration” in Table 5).

A second reason for poor short-track performance may
be that the training data contains fewer short than long
tracks. To address this imbalance, we create artificially
shortened tracks by concatenating short clips from differ-
ent videos into longer sequences (“Temporal mosaic” in Ta-
ble 5).

We find that both score calibration and video mosaic
data augmentation can significantly improve performance
on short and medium-length tracks. The effect of score cal-
ibration is especially large, despite using a simple heuristic
for recalibration. This suggests that a more sophisticated
learnable and directly supervised presence indicator may
lead to further improvements.

Inference frame rate While TAO is annotated at 1 FPS,
the videos come at a higher frame rate. This allows us to op-
erate the model at higher frame rates, using also intermedi-
ate frames to compute the predictions. For the metrics, only
the predictions associated with annotated frames are kept.
According to Liu et al. [24], using intermediate frames gen-
erally improves known accuracy, but harms unknown accu-
racy for the tracking-by-detection OWTB baseline. In con-
trast, Video OWL-ViT improves known accuracy without
degrading unknown accuracy (Table 6), demonstrating the
benefit of learning frame-to-frame association from data in-
stead of relying on a matching heuristic. This helps close
the known-accuracy gap between OWTB and Video OWL-
ViT (at the expense of increased compute).

5. Conclusion

We introduced Video OWL-ViT, a simple end-to-end
model for open-world localization and tracking in video.
Video OWL-ViT builds on the open-world detection recipe
of OWL-ViT and transfers an image-text pre-trained vi-

sion transformer model to video via fine-tuning and
tracking-specific data augmentation. To enable temporally-
consistent localization of objects, we add a decoder to
OWL-ViT to decouple object queries from the input pixel
grid and train using a tracking-aware set prediction loss.

Video OWL-ViT achieves performance competitive with
tracking-by-detection baselines on the open-world TAO-
OW benchmark, while presenting several advantages, such
as matching-free tracking at test time and consistent per-
formance even at higher frame rates for long videos. Our
analyses of performance limitations of the model suggest
that improving the amount and quality of video training
data, and the modeling of object presence are promising fu-
ture directions.
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